• N) has been evaluated and intercompared based on 16 Arctic cloud climatologies from different satellite and surface observations and reanalyses. The Arctic annual-mean total cloud fraction is about 0.70 ± 0.03 according to different observational data. It is greater over the ocean (0.74 ± 0.04) and less over land (0.67 ± 0.03). Different observations for total cloud fraction are in a better agreement in summer than in winter and over the ocean than over land. An interannual variability is higher in winter than in summer according to all observations. The Arctic total cloud fraction has a prominent annual cycle according to most of the observations. The time of its maximum concurs with the time of the sea ice extent minimum (early summer-late autumn) and vice versa (late spring). The main reason for the discrepancies among observations is the difference in the cloud-detection algorithms, especially when clouds are detected over the ice/snow surface (during the whole year) or over the regions with the presence of strong low-tropospheric temperature inversions (mostly in winter). Generally, reanalyses are not in a close agreement with satellite and surface observations of cloudiness in the Arctic.
Introduction
The Arctic is a very sensitive region to the global climate change [1] [2] [3] [4] . As pointed out in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report [2] , surface air temperature in the Arctic increased in the beginning of the 21st century by 1.0-1.5 K compared to 1970s. This rate is approximately twice that of the entire Earth. According to the estimations with the global climate models (GCMs), the Arctic surface temperature may increase by 4-7 K to the end of the 21st century compared with the end of the 20th century [1, 2] . An increase of air temperature is accompanied by changes in other climate variables [1, 4, 5] , particularly, a decrease of the Arctic sea ice extent [1, 6, 7] and cloud cover changes [8] [9] [10] .
Clouds play the key role in the Earth's climate system by regulating the radiation budget of the planet through reflecting shortwave radiation coming from the sun and redistributing longwave radiation coming from the Earth surface [11, 12] . Clouds of different layers have different influence on the radiation budget. High-and mid-level cloudiness tend to warm the atmosphere by strengthening and greenhouse effect, and low-level cloudiness tends to cool atmosphere by the increase of the albedo. Additionally, cloud radiative forcing (the difference between radiation fluxes in clear sky and cloudy conditions, CRF) strongly depends on season and the time of day. Generally, in the extratropical latitudes, CRF is positive in winter (at night) and negative in summer (during the daytime). The regional magnitude of CRF can reach 100 W/m 2 [13] [14] [15] . As a whole, cloudiness has a global cooling effect [11] , but in the Arctic region, clouds slightly enhance surface cooling only for a few weeks in the midsummer and have a warming effect in the rest of the year [14, [16] [17] [18] .
The sensitivity of CRF is about 1 W/m 2 per 1% of cloud cover in the Arctic [18] . Thus, relatively a small percentage of changes in cloud cover or cloud properties could result in an anomalous climate forcing of several 2 Advances in Meteorology W/m 2 . By using model simulations, Vavrus [19] showed that the positive cloud feedback may enhance the Arctic warming up to 40% under CO 2 doubling. This result is partially corroborated by the observations [20] . Cloud amount has increased in the Arctic during spring, summer, and autumn in the last decades according to satellite [8, 9] and surface [10, 21] observations, which can be indicated on a small positive feedback. However, satellite and surface observations disagree on winter cloudiness trends. According to model simulations, cloudiness will increase in high latitudes in the 21st century [22, 23] .
Considering the importance of clouds in the Arctic, it is crucial to know exactly when and where clouds exist. However, the detection of clouds in the Arctic is intrinsically difficult. Clouds in the Arctic are mostly optically thin and low-lying [10, 16] , and they have a little thermal and visible contrast with the underlying surface, which makes them hard to be observed from satellite mostly in winter [7, 24, 25] . The main obstacle to reliable surface observations in the Arctic is a very sparse network of ground-based observations especially over Greenland and over the Arctic Ocean [26] . In addition, visual observations are more reliable during daytime than during nighttime [27] . Several studies on an intercomparison of cloud climatologies indicate the polar regions as the regions with the largest discrepancies among observational data [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Similar conclusions were done for reanalyses and GCMs simulations [15, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] .
Major research programs such as Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program (ARM) [40] , yearlong Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic (SHEBA) program, and, associated with it, First International Satellite Cloud Climatology Program (ISCCP) Regional Experiment (FIRE) [41] [42] [43] aimed to improve our knowledge about the Arctic atmosphere and climate and to help optimize satellite retrievals for the Arctic. Particularly, comparisons between data from these programs and satellite-derived or reanalyses data were performed in a number of studies (e.g., [15, 44, 45] ). Additionally, satellites with active sensors like lidar on CALIPSO and ICESat [46, 47] and radar on CLOUDSAT and EarthCARE [48] have been launched in the recent years. Data provided with these satellites (or merged products like GeoPROF [49] ) can improve our understanding of cloud vertical structure. However, these data are limited by 82
• N and still too short (especially compared to an extremely narrow swath) for obtaining an adequate cloud climatology in the Arctic.
Here, we intercompare 16 cloud climatologies based on up-to-date satellite and surface observations and modern reanalyses in the Arctic region north of 60
• N. Description of datasets is given in the Section 2. We present the results of a comparative analysis in Section 3 and discuss these results in Section 4.
Data
In this study, we used cloud information from up-to-date satellite and surface observations and global reanalyses data. These data are described in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, respectively. Brief information on data is given in Table 1 .
Satellite Observations

APP-x.
The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) Polar Pathfinder product (APP) was performed specially for polar regions [50, 51] . Cloudiness is derived from the Cloud And Surface Parameter Retrieval (CASPR) system [52] based on twice-a-day measurements in 5 spectral channels (with the central wavelengths of 0.63, 0.86, 3.75, 10.8, and 12 µm) by the AVHRR sensors which are flown on-board NOAA polar-orbiting (Low Earth Orbit) satellites (LEO). The combination of spectral and temporal uniformity tests is used in cloud mask algorithm [52] . According to several studies [44, 51] , APP data has a good agreement with data from the SHEBA and FIRE field experiments. The extended version of APP (APP-x) was used in this study. Data provide information on polar cloudiness from January 1982 to December 2004 at a 25 km spatial resolution.
CERES.
The main aim of the Clouds and Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES) is an examination of the role of the cloud-radiation feedbacks in the climate system [53] by providing the simultaneous retrievals of cloud properties and broadband radiative fluxes from the instruments on two LEOs, Terra and Aqua, from the Earth Observing System. Terra satellite was launched in December 1999 and has a 10:30/22:30 local time (LT) equatorial crossing. Aqua satellite provides information from early summer 2002 and crosses the equator at 01:30/13:30 LT. Cloud properties are determined using measurements by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). MODIS provides measurements in 36 spectral channels [54] . Five of them (with the central wavelengths of 0.64, 1.6 (Terra) or 2.1 (Aqua), 3.7, 11, and 12 µm) are used in the CERES cloud mask [55] . Series of the spectral threshold tests (different between night and day) are used to determine cloudiness. In this study, the Single Scanner Footprint (SSF) product edition 2.5 was used. Data span the period from February 2000 (July 2002) to February 2010 for Terra (Aqua) satellite and come gridded on a regular 1-degree grid.
ISCCP.
The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) was established in 1982 to collect and to analyze satellite radiance measurements for inferring spatial and temporal structure of clouds [56] . ISCCP involves measurements from weather geostationary satellites (GEO) (like GMS, GOES East, GOES West, Meteosat, MTSAT, and INSAT) and NOAA LEO satellites. Radiance data from a visible (0.8 µm) and infrared (11 µm) channels were obtained every 3 hours and then performed by the ISCCP Global Processing Center [57] . Data are intercalibrated between GEO and LEO satellites. Information on cloudiness characteristics is derived by using the spectral threshold test and a combination of the spatial and temporal uniformity tests [57] . We used the D2 product in this study [58] . Data are presented on a regular 2.5-degree grid and available from July 1983 to June 2008.
MODIS.
A complete description of the MODIS cloud mask algorithm is given by Ackerman et al. [59] . Instead of the CERES algorithm, 14 of 36 spectral channels of MODIS instruments are used to derive cloudiness characteristics (2 visible, 4 near infrared, and 8 infrared channels). The MODIS cloud mask algorithm includes series of the spectral threshold tests and a combination of the spatial and temporal uniformity tests. Additional tests are applied specially for the polar regions [25] . Cloud data from the collection 5 [60] were used in this study. These data are in a good agreement with active lidar and radar observations [61] . Data span the period from February 2000 (July 2002) to December 2009 for Terra (Aqua) satellite and come gridded on a regular 1-degree grid.
PATMOS-x.
The Pathfinder Atmosphere extended (PATMOS-x) cloudiness dataset is the longest one that based on satellite measurements (AVHRR sensors on NOAA LEO). We used the PATMOS-x version 5 in this study [62] . Data are presented on a regular 1-degree grid and available from January 1982 to December 2009. The Naïve Bayesian methodology has been applied in the PATMOSx version 5. Under this methodology, the cloud mask tests were reformulated as the Bayesian classifiers. An analysis of collocated LEO NOAA-18 and CALIPSO observations [47] was used to automatically and globally derive 6 Bayesian classifiers. They are computed separately for 7 surface types used in the final algorithm. These classifiers come from the clouds from AVHRR extended (CLAVR-x) cloud mask algorithm [63] based on series of spectral threshold tests. A complete description of these data is given by Heidinger et al. [62] . Table 2 presents summarized information on the satellite observations and the cloud mask algorithms.
Surface Observations
EECRA. The Extended Edited Cloud Report Archive
(EECRA) is a global cloud climatology derived from surface synoptic weather reports based on visual observations from ships and land meteorological stations [64] . Cloudiness observations are made visually by human observers every three or six hours. In this study, we used data from EECRA E-series, which are presented on a regular 5-degree grid [26] and cover the period from January 1972 to December 1996. These data include only weather reports which passed a series of quality-control checks, like the "moonlight criterion" [26, 65] , the data homogeneity, and so forth. PATMOS-x LEO (NOAA) 1 VIS + 1 NIR + 3 IR 14:00, 2:00 1−4 /∼3000
CLAVR-x (series of the spectral threshold tests) + Naïve Bayesian methodology [62] .
Reanalyses Data.
Reanalyses are a synthesis of the observations and model physics. Reanalyses assimilate different observations of the key atmospheric variables and provide historical gridded fields for the whole atmosphere state at any given time (usually every 6 hours). We used information on cloudiness from 8 global reanalyses in our intercomparison (Tables 1 and 3 ). The following observations are assimilated in the majority of reanalyses: surface pressure from weather stations reports; surface pressure, temperature, humidity and wind from ship and buoys; upper-air wind, temperature and humidity from radiosondes, dropsondes, and balloons; temperature-and humidity-sensitive radiance from satelliteborne instruments; wind and temperature from aircrafts; cloud-tracked winds from geostationary satellites [66, 67] . New reanalyses (like NASA-MERRA, NCEP-CFSR, and ERAInterim) assimilate additional satellite-derived information like ozone profiles or oceanic wave height [68, 69] , whilst the NOAA-CIRES 20CR reanalysis is based only on pressure data [70] . Different reanalyses have different cloud prediction schemes. In particular, a diagnostic scheme where clouds are parameterized based on an empirical relationship with relative humidity is used in NCEP/NCAR and NCEP/DOE reanalyses. Convective cloudiness is derived from the convective precipitation rate [66, 71, 72] . In JRA-25 reanalysis, cloud fraction is estimated diagnostically from total water mixing ratio and liquid water potential temperature [73, 74] . In NCEP-CFSR, NASA-MERRA, and NOAA-CIRES 20CR reanalyses, cloud cover is derived from cloud condensate which is a prognostic variable with a simple cloud microphysics [69, 70, 75, 76] . A fully prognostic approach for cloud fraction due to the mass balance equations for cloud water/ice and cloud air is applied only in the European reanalyses [15, 67, 68, 77] . The method of the cloud overlap assumption is an additional factor that contributes to differences in the cloud representations in different reanalyses [15] . For instance, the random cloud overlap is used in NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, while the maximum/random overlap is used in NCEP-CFSR reanalysis [69] . It should have noted that none of the reanalyses assimilate cloud fraction directly from observations. Table 3 presents summarized information about reanalyses data.
Here, we analyzed monthly means of total cloud fraction with annual and seasonal averaging. All individual climatologies were obtained by averaging for time periods that are pointed out in Table 1 .
Results
Annual and Seasonal Means Total Cloud Fraction.
Annual and seasonal means total cloud fraction (TCF) from different data over the Arctic is shown in Figure 1 . According to observations, the annual-mean TCF (Figure 1(a) ) varies between 0.67±0.01 for CERES Aqua and 0.73±0.03 for APPx data. According to all observations, the annual mean TCF is greater over the ocean (between 0.70 ± 0.02 for CERES Terra and 0.78 ± 0.03 for PATMOS-x) than over land (between 0.64 ± 0.01 for CERES Aqua and 0.70 ± 0.03 for APP-x data). According to reanalyses, the annual mean TCF varies in wider range from 0.48 ± 0.01 for NCEP/NCAR to 0.88 ± 0.01 for 20CR. NASA-MERRA reanalysis has the best fit to observations with annual mean TCF equal to 0.71 ± 0.01. In general, reanalyses have lower value of the interannual standard deviation of TCF than observations, which indicate to lower interannual variability in reanalyses compared to observations.
In winter (Figure 1 The abscissa corresponds to TCF over the ocean, and the ordinate corresponds to TCF over land. The inclined long-dashed lines correspond to TCF over land and the ocean (their slope is equal to the land-ocean ratio in the Arctic). NOAA-CIRES 20CR [70] NCEP GFS T62 (210 km) L28 6 hr/ensemble Kalman filter/only surface pressure is assimilated Prognostic cloud condensate, water mixing ratio, and the liquid water potential temperature [73, 78] 0.55±0.02 for CERES Aqua to 0.71±0.07 for APP-x. MODIS Aqua is only the one dataset that shows more TCF over land than over the ocean. In general, TCF over land is between 0.52 ± 0.02 (for CERES Aqua) and 0.68 ± 0.06 (for APPx), and TCF over the ocean is between 0.58 ± 0.04 (for CERES Aqua) and 0.76 ± 0.06 (for PATMOS-x). According to JRA-25 reanalysis, TCF fits this range. It is less (about 0.5) according to NCEP/NCAR and NCEP/DOE and greater according to other reanalyses (up to 0.93 ± 0.01 for NOAA-CIRES 20CR). The reverse is true for summer (Figure 1(c) ) when reanalyses show less TCF than observations (or equal to them). Observations are in a better agreement in summer than in winter, especially over the ocean where TCF is close to 0.8 except for ISCCP (0.7 ± 0.02). Over land, summer mean TCF varies from 0.64 ± 0.02 (for PATMOS-x) to 0.82 ± 0.02 (for EECRA). Over the entire Arctic, summer mean TCF is between 0.68 ± 0.01 (for ISCCP) and 0.76 ± 0.01 (for CERES Terra).
Interannual variability is higher in winter (its standard deviation is up to 0.07 over land and up to 0.08 over the ocean) than in summer (its interannual standard deviation does not exceed 0.3) according to all observation-derived data. However, the interannual variability almost does not depend on season according to reanalyses, which may indicate that high winter variability of observation-derived TCF is partly associated with uncertainties in observations [8, 79] . Figure 2 shows annual cycle of TCF over the Arctic. The maximum of TCF is noted at the end of polar day (August-September), and its time concurs with the time of the minimum of the sea ice extent in the Arctic [45, 51] . The minimum of TCF is noted at the end of polar night (February-April) (Figure 2(a) ).
Annual Cycle of Total Cloud Fraction.
According to the most of observations, the Arctic land-mean TCF has a prominent annual cycle (Figure 2(b) ) with the maximum in August-October (0.64-0.78) and the minimum in December-March (0.50-0.68). According to CERES Aqua, land-mean TCF has the highest amplitude of annual cycle (close to 0.3). Annual cycle of cloudiness over the ocean (Figure 2(c) ) is also prominent. High values of ocean-mean TCF are noted from May to October (about 0.8 excluding ISCCP). Low values are noted from November to April (0.55-0.75). However, months with the maximum (or the minimum) varied between different data. For instance, it is June for APP-x, July for CERES Terra, August for MODIS (Terra and Aqua), and September for EECRA (Figure 2(c) ). According to Curry et al. [16] , the summer maximum is associated with low-level stratiform cloudiness, while in winter cyclones-induced upper-level clouds dominate (see also [10] ).
Meanwhile, the annual cycle of TCF according to PATMOS-x and ISCCP data is not revealed clearly. According to PATMOS-x, it has two maximums (in May and in September) and two minimums (in July and in DecemberMarch). Presumably, this may be associated with an overestimation of stratiform clouds (as shown in [10] , these clouds also have the annual distribution with two minimums and two maximums) and an underestimation of the other cloud types. According to ISCCP, land-mean TCF is 0.66, and ocean-mean TCF is 0.71 during the whole year. As pointed out by Schweiger et al. [80] , ISCCP is in a better agreement with surface observations in summer (with 10-20% underestimation) and in a worse agreement in winter mostly because of a systematic positive bias in surface temperature retrieval. According to reanalyses, the annual cycle of TCF does not match well with the observational one. Closer agreement between most of reanalyses and observations in TCF values is noted during the sunlit part of the year (see also Figure 1(c) ). NCEP/NCAR, NCEP/DOE, and JRA-25 reanalyses show lower values of TCF during the whole year. In general, according to reanalyses, the annual cycle of TCF is shifted by 1-2 months compared to observations. It has the minimum in early summer (June-July) and reaches the maximum in late autumn-early winter (from October to January). NOAA-CIRES 20CR reanalysis (which is based on pressure data only [70] ) shows the worst agreement with observations.
Intercomparison of Total Cloud Fraction Spatial Distribution.
Spatial distribution of the annual mean TCF (not shown) is associated with the spatial distribution of the annual mean surface skin temperature. According to all observations, the annual mean TCF minimum occurs over the northeastern part of Greenland (it varies from 0.4 for MODIS Terra to 0.6 for APP-x) and collocates with the skin surface temperature minimum (it is down to −30 • C [51] ). Reanalyses also show the minimum of TCF over Greenland (it varies from 0.2 for NCEP/NCAR to 0.8 for NOAA CIRES 20CR). The highest value of the annual mean TCF is over the warmest part of the Arctic (The Norwegian and Barents Sea). It is from 0.8-0.85 for EECRA and ISCCP to 0.9-1.0 according to other data. This high value of TCF is somewhat captured in reanalyses. They produce low values of the annual mean TCF over northern Eurasia, the Canadian Arctic archipelago, Alaska, and the Canadian part of the Arctic Ocean (particularly, over the Beaufort Sea) and high values over northern Europe, the Baffin Sea, and the central part of the Arctic Ocean. ERA-40, ERA-Interim, NASA-MERRA, and NOAA-CIRES 20CR reanalyses show the highest values of TCF over the central part of the Arctic Ocean but not over the Norwegian and Barents Sea as observations do.
To make a simultaneous intercomparison of the TCF spatial distribution from all data, we apply an approach that was introduced by Taylor [81] . All data were bilinearly interpolated to the uniform grid (EECRA grid with 5-degree resolution was chosen). In this approach, different data are spatially correlated with the particular data that are presupposed to be the reference data. EECRA ( Figure 3 ) and APP-x (Figure 4 ) data were chosen as the reference data for this analysis which was performed separately for annual and seasonal means, for the entire Arctic, only for the ocean, and only for land.
In general, satellite data show a closer agreement with each other than with surface observations. Coefficient of spatial correlation (R) between EECRA data and others (RE) varies from 0.5 to 0.7 for the annual mean TCF. RE is higher over the ocean (0.5-0.8) than over land (0.3-0.7) and nearly the same for different seasons. The coefficient of spatial correlation between APP-x data and others (RA) varies from 0.7 to 0.9. RA for the annual mean TCF is higher over the ocean than over land (as well as RE). Over the ocean, RA is 0.6 for EECRA and 0.85-0.95 for satellite-derived data. It is from 0.5 to 0.8 over land. Besides, RA for TCF over the ocean is higher in winter, and RA for TCF over land is higher in summer. This is presumably due to a mosaic structure of the underneath surface which depends on the season in an opposite manner for land and for the ocean. The ocean is covered by the ice during winter and is partially open in summer. In contrast, land is free from snow in summer (excluding Greenland) and is partially covered by snow in winter.
ISCCP has the worst agreement with other observations. Particularly RE for ISCCP is negative for seasonal difference over land and over the ocean. RA for ISCCP is negative over the ocean and close to zero over land. However, ISCCP shows nearly the same values of spatial standard deviation (SSTD) of TCF as EECRA and APP-x. In general, shortperiod datasets like CERES and MODIS show higher SSTD than long-period datasets.
Reanalyses reproduce SSTD of TCF comparable to observations during summer over the entire Arctic. However, reanalyses show lower values of SSTD of ocean-mean TCF than observations during the winter. The values of RE and RA for reanalyses are between 0.2 and 0.4 over land. This range is wider over the ocean (from 0 to 0.6). The European reanalyses and NOAA-CIRES 20CR have negative values of RA and RE over the ocean. During winter, RE and RA are also negative for NASA-MERRA reanalysis. Generally, reanalyses and observations are in closer agreement on the spatial distribution of TCF in summer than in winter. JRA-25 reanalysis shows the best agreement with observations on the spatial distribution of TCF among all reanalyses.
Reasons for Data Discrepancies.
Differences among various observations may be due to several reasons. First of all, these are differences in instruments and in cloud detection algorithms. Especially these differences are crucial under harsh arctic conditions where the snow/ice surface and the presence of low-troposphere inversions lead to very low thermal and radiance contrasts between clouds and underneath surface. Liu et al. [79] compared arctic cloudiness from MODIS and GeoPROF data (based on simultaneous lidar and radar observations from A-Train satellites CALIPSO and CloudSat) and found out that passive satellite observations can underestimate cloudiness by 10-20% over the snow/ice surface under nighttime conditions. Thus, a decrease of the sea ice extent could lead to an appearance of an instrumental cloudiness trend in long-term datasets. Alongside with real cloudiness trends, it also can contribute to differences obtained in our analysis because of the different averaging period chosen for different data (Table 1) . Due to diurnal cycle of cloudiness, different time of observations may also influence data discrepancies [33, 82] . According to [82] , the differences between only-noon observations and four-timesa-day observations can reach 10% in tropics and do not exceed 5% in the Arctic. Differences in reanalyses mostly depend on different cloud prediction schemes, and methods of cloud overlap assumption [15] .
To elucidate the main reason for data discrepancies, it is crucial to single out the regions with poor agreement among data. To reveal these regions, we interpolated all observations to the uniform grid (the robust EECRA grid was chosen). Annual and seasonal means of TCF were calculated for each observation-derived data and after that inter-data means and inter-data standard deviations of these individual means were obtained in each grid cell. Reanalyses were excluded from this analysis. Resulting values of the inter-data standard deviation (ISTD) in each grid cell are depicted in Figure 5 .
We found the highest annual mean ISTD over Greenland and over the Arctic Ocean (particularly over the Canadian part) (Figure 5(a) ). Meanwhile, over northern Eurasia and North America, ISTD is low, which indicates a good agreement among different data. In addition, ISTD is, respectively, low in regions with the dramatic sea ice extent loss such as the Beaufort Sea and Baffin Sea and the western part of the Greenland Sea [7] . the strongest low-tropospheric temperature inversions occur in these regions. Relatively high ISTD over the Arctic Ocean in winter is mostly associated with ISCCP data, whose algorithm erroneously detects clear-sky ice crystal precipitation as cloudiness [16] and has a systematic positive bias in the surface temperature retrieval [80] . In general, other satellitederived datasets also have lower cloud detection capabilities during nighttime than daytime and over surfaces covered with the sea ice [79] . Ship observations from EECRA data also cannot provide suitable information over the central part of the Arctic Ocean in winter due to a small number of observations [26] . In summer ( Figure 5(c) ), ISTD is smaller than in winter. The highest values of ISTD are noted over the ice surface of Greenland. Thus, we speculate that the main reason for observations discrepancies is differences in the cloud-detection algorithms, especially when clouds are detected over the ice/snow surface (during the whole year) or over regions with the presence of the strong low-tropospheric temperature inversions (mostly in winter).
Discussion and Conclusions
The Arctic annual mean TCF is 0.70 ± 0.03 according to different observations. It is greater over the ocean (0.74 ± 0.04) than over land (0.67 ± 0.03). Different observations are in a better agreement in summer than in winter and over the ocean than over land for the Arctic mean TCF as well as for the spatial distribution of TCF. The interannual variability is higher in winter than in summer according to all observation-derived data, which may be associated with uncertainties in observations that are greater in winter than in summer. Total cloud fraction in the Arctic has the prominent annual cycle according to all observations excluding PATMOS-x and ISCCP. The time of TCF maximum corresponds with the time of the sea ice extent minimum (early summer-late autumn) and vice versa (late spring) (see also [16] ). This correspondence is also found in an interannual variability. Eastman and Warren [10] and Palm et al. [85] showed that TCF is greater during the years with the low sea ice extent and vice versa according to satellite data [85] and surface observations [10] . In general, reanalyses do not capture this feature of TCF annual cycle. According to most of the reanalyses, the maximum of TCF is shifted to October-November. NCEP/NCAR, NCEP/DOE, and JRA-25 reanalyses show less TCF than observations during the whole year. Other reanalyses are in a close agreement with observations during summer, while in wintertime, they show noticeably higher values of TCF than observations. Spatial distribution of the annual mean TCF collocates with the spatial distribution of the annual mean surface skin temperature. The annual mean TCF minimum occurs over the northeastern part of Greenland and collocates with the minimum of the skin surface temperature, whilst the annual mean TCF maximum is noted over the warmest part of the Arctic (the Norwegian and Barents Sea). Reanalyses capture the position of the TCF minimum correctly, but some of them erroneously show the highest values of TCF over the central part of the Arctic Ocean but not over the Norwegian and Barents Sea as observations do. In addition, reanalyses show higher spatial correlation of TCF with observations in summer than in winter and over the ocean than over land. The spatial distributions of TCF from different satellite observations are in a closer agreement over the ocean in winter and over land in summer. The presumable reason for this peculiarity is the mosaic structure of the underneath surface which depends on season in an opposite manner for land and for the ocean. This feature is not revealed when satellite data are compared with surface observations which do not depend on surface characteristics.
For the whole year, the greatest disagreement among observations was revealed in regions with the ice/snow surface. Furthermore, we found that agreement in winter is poor in regions with the presence of strong low-tropospheric temperature inversions. This can indicate the difference in the cloud-detection algorithms as the main reason for data discrepancies. Nonetheless, other reasons should also be taken into account (diurnal cycle, differences in averaging period). We should emphasize that we do not estimate here the quantitative input from different reasons into resulting discrepancies.
It is worth noting that surface and satellite observations and reanalyses define clouds slightly different. Particularly, human observers detect bases of the clouds, while satellite sensors observe tops of the clouds. Clouds are water condensates (water or ice) that are visible for human observers on surface or detectable for passive sensors on satellites. Thus, human observers as well as passive sensors can miss some small or semitransparent clouds, which are undetectable for them. Contrastingly, reanalyses define clouds independently for each model level and do not have a threshold on minimal amount of condensate that can be considered as cloud. These qualitative differences among different observational approaches should also be taken into account.
To determine real values of TCF over the Arctic in different seasons more evaluations are needed. Active sensors like radar and lidar have a potentially great capability to improve our knowledge about Arctic cloudiness especially during the cold portion of the year. However, these observations are still too short. Additionally, lidar could erroneously detect a thick Arctic haze layer as a cloud [79] and radar-derived cloudiness strongly depends on the applied thresholds [86] .
At present, it is hard to distinguish the best observational dataset for the Arctic cloudiness. Further analyses should be carried out for the specific regions with the greatest disagreement among cloudiness datasets, particularly Greenland, the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, and the northern part of East Siberia.
